
Mini-Lesson 3:   Writing a Clear and 
Convincing Opinion Statement 
 
Step One  Teach:  “I want to show you…” 
Once students have mentally formed their opinions, it’s time to get 

writing!  To demonstrate effective vs. ineffective opinion 

statements, show students the same opinion expressed two ways: 

I liked the book because it was funny. 

Hilarious JoJo’s mishaps made Camp Tales the funniest book I’ve ever read! 

Discuss which opinion is more convincing and why.   Guide students 

in noticing that the qualities of specificity and persuasive word 

choice make the second opinion stand out.   

The second opinion statement specifically mentions:  the title of the 

text, the name of the character, what exactly was funny (the mishaps), how it 

compares to other funny books (the funniest), a descriptive word choice (hilarious) 

Also point out the vivid word choice:  “the funniest book I’ve ever read” 

and “hilarious” instead of “funny”. 

Step Two   Model:  “Watch How I….” 

Talk students through how to take a general opinion statement and 

make it clear and convincing. Using the statement “The book was 

boring” show how you ask yourself questions to improve the 

specificity such as:  “What book?”   “What exactly was boring?”  “Is 

there a more specific word than “boring” that could be used?”   

Step Three   Try:  “I invite you to….” 

Read aloud a book (or magazine article) and ask students to write a 

specific, clear and convincing opinion statement about the book.  

Give students time to exchange opinion statements and ask each 

other questions that help to make their statements even more clear and convincing. 

Step Four  Connect and Conclude “Now you know….” 

Remind students that how opinion statements are written heavily influences their degree of 

effectiveness.  Then, look forward to the next step of opinion writing (supporting an opinion with 

reasons) by returning to the opinion statement from the introduction.  Point out that when an opinion 

In this mini-lesson students 

learn how to use specificity 

and persuasive word-choice 

to compose a convincing 

opinion statement. 

Key Question:  How do you make an 

opinion statement clear and 

convincing? 

Materials:  read aloud book  

Focus Activity:  Students compose an 

opinion statement and then use  peer 

questioning to hone the specificity 

and word choice of their opinion. 
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reviews written by other students 

(either online, by trading with in-class 

peers or by trading with peers from 

another class) and list ideas for 

making the book review more specific 

and persuasive.   (Try using: 

www.spaghettibookclub.org, 

http://teacher.scholastic.com/activiti

es/swyar/) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



statement is more specific, (“Hilarious JoJo’s mishaps…”) it’s easier to provide reasons to support it (you 

can detail the mishaps of JoJo and what made each so funny). 

 

 
This mini-lesson addresses the following Common Core State Anchor Standards for English Language Arts: 

Writing 1, 9, 10              Speaking and Listening 1                    Language 3                   Reading 1 


